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- Need for review highest
- Regardless of student status, summary is required
  - Even students who deposit can change their mind
- Students compare with friends – other colleges and universities turn things around quickly
Reminders

- Run the query to see new credit posted
- If a summary needed, it will be indicated
  - Sometimes new summaries are needed if new credit comes in
  - Adding and removing students from query is a manual process, room for error. If something doesn’t seem right, ask!
Partnering with You

Required turnaround time for TXFR forms and Transfer Summaries will be 5 business days from the time it shows up on the query

• Weekly lists will be sent to Assistant Deans to help track down when things are outstanding
• If there is a concern about rules or how the credit is be articulated, contact the Transfer Credit team immediately, please do not hold off on completing the summary. We will work together to resolve any questions or issues in a timely manner
Transfer Credit in General

• RIT accepts as much credit as possible, may not count as specific classes
• AP/CLEP/IB test credit – tables updated yearly
• Current students – transcripts to Registrar’s Office
  ▪ Prospective students – transcripts to Admissions
• Grade of C or higher needed for transfer (COVID-semesters exception)
  ▪ Grades for transfer courses not recorded in SIS, won’t affect GPA
• 25% of credit needs to be taken at/through RIT (67% for grad students)
• Any questions at all, call or email us!
• **Training is available!**